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About Me
• Dr. John DiLeo
• Born and raised in northeastern US
• Spent A LOT of time in school
• First career: Operations Research / Simulation
• Second career: Web Development
• Third Career: Application Security, since 2014
– Focus on Software Assurance
– Moved to NZ in 2017, joined Orion Health
– Active in OWASP in US and NZ



And About You?

• Tell us about yourself
– What’s Your Name? 
– Where do you work?
– What’s your current role there?
– What got you interested in Threat Modelling?



Today’s Schedule

8:00 Registration Check-in (Main Lobby)
8:45 Class Session

10:10 Break for Morning Tea (Main Lobby)
10:40 Class Session
12:30 Break for Lunch (on your own)

1:30 Class Session
3:10 Break for Afternoon Tea (Main Lobby)
3:40 Class Session
5:30 Closing Time
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About this Class

• I am NOT an expert on threat modelling
– In fact, I’m still trying to figure it out…

• I’m going to talk about what I’ve learned, and 
what’s worked for me so far
– I want to hear your perspectives and experiences 

• I’ve already realised value
…and I’ve just gotten started



Agenda
• Introduction and Background
• The Five W’s
• TM Approaches/Perspectives
• Identifying the Scope
• Identifying the Threats
• Identifying Mitigations
• Sidebar: Threat Actor Personas
• Selecting Mitigations
• Assessing the Model
• Getting Started

– Incremental Threat Modelling
• Modelling Tools
• Integration with Software Development (SDLC)



How can we find security issues in 
our applications and systems?



Some Approaches

• Static analysis of code
• Fuzzing or other dynamic testing
• Penetration testing
• Production bug reports
• Incident response



“Wouldn’t it be better to find 
security issues before you write or 

deploy a line of code?”
--Adam Shostack



WHY Threat Model?

• Improve efficiency
– Think about security issues early
– Invest effort more wisely

• Understand requirements better
– Bring security and development together
– Shared, maintainable, understanding of risks

• Avoid writing bugs into the code
– Avoid costs of rework

• Improved stakeholder confidence



A Quick Exercise
• Break into groups of four
• Come to agreement on definitions for:
– Asset
– Threat
– Vulnerability
– Risk

• Impact
• Probability

– Model
– Threat Modelling

• Then, we’ll compare notes



Terms of Reference
• Asset – Anything we need to protect
• Threat – Anything that could let someone or 

something obtain, damage, or destroy an asset, if 
we fail to protect against it

• Vulnerability – A weakness or gap in our 
protection efforts

• Risk – The potential for loss, damage, or 
destruction of an asset, due to a threat’s having 
successfully exploited a vulnerability



Terms of Reference
• Model – A representation or simplified version of a system. 

Objectives of a model include:
1. to facilitate understanding by eliminating unnecessary 

components,
2. to aid in decision making by simulating 'what if' scenarios, and
3. to explain, control, and predict events on the basis of past 

observations. 
A model contains only those features that are of primary 
importance to the model maker's purpose.
All models have a key feature in common: some elements of the 
actual 'thing' are abstracted.

--Excerpted from businessdictonary.com

“All models are wrong, but some are useful” – George Box



WHAT Is a Threat Model?

A Threat Model is a conceptual 
representation of a system, and the 
threats to it that have been identified
• To be useful to more than one person, the 

model must be captured in a persistent, 
shareable form

• To remain useful, the model must be kept up-
to-date



WHAT Should Be in a Threat Model?

• Description of the system
• List of assumptions
• List of threats
• Decision on how to address each threat
• Validation approach



WHO Should Create the Model?

• All system stakeholders should take part
– Security ”experts” play advisory role only

• Assign lifecycle roles:
– Owner (Accountable)
– Maintainer (Responsible)



WHEN to Create a Model?

• As early as possible

• Existing system without a Threat Model

– Start NOW

– Use Incremental Threat Modelling approach

• Review Threat Model every update cycle

– Do the proposed changes affect the model?

– If ‘yes,’ include model update efforts in the cycle



WHERE Should It Live?

• With other project/product documentation
– Well-known location, with reliable backups
– Ideally, place under revision control
– Align model versions with product versions



HOW Do I Build a Threat Model?



Let’s start with an exercise
(Credit: Wade and pipes)





Threat Modelling Approaches

• Think like an attacker



Think Like an Attacker
• What does this mean in practice?
• Like thinking like a professional chef!
– Even if you cook well, that’s not nearly the same
– What are all the things it takes to be the head chef at a 

popular restaurant?
• Thinking like an attacker – focusing on them – is risky
– What do they know? 
– What will they do?
– If you get these wrong, your threat modeling will go astray



Threat Modelling Approaches

• Think like an attacker
• Focus on assets



Focus on Assets

• Assets: valuable things – the business cares!
• But what’s an asset?
– Something an attacker wants?
– Something you want to protect?
– A stepping stone?



What would meet the need?

• Need an engineering approach
– Predictable
– Reliable
– Scalable to a large product

• Can’t be dependent on one brilliant person



Threat Modelling Approaches

• Think like an attacker
• Focus on assets
• Focus on what’s being built



What’s Being Built

• Ideally, the team understands it
• Something concrete, with a given context
• We can test it



Shostack’s Four Questions

1. What are we building?
2. What can go wrong?
3. What are we going to do about it?
4. How good a job did we do with 1 – 3?

Model
System

Find
Threats

Validate

Address
Threats



What Are You Building?

• Create a model of the 
software/system/technology

• A model abstracts away the details so you can 
look at the whole
– Diagraming is a key approach
– Mathematical models of software are rare in 

commercial environments



What Are You Building?

• Whiteboard diagrams are a great way to start
• Software models for threat modeling usually 

focus on data flows and boundaries
• DFDs, “swim lanes”, state machines can all 

help (next slides)



What Are Some Modeling Methods?

• Whiteboard diagrams
• Brainstorming
• Structured (“formal”) diagrams
– Data flow diagrams
– Swim lanes
– State machines

• Mathematical representations of code



Trust Boundaries
• Sometimes left implicit in development
– Must be made explicit for effective threat modeling

• A trust boundary is everywhere two (or more) 
principals interact
– Principals are UIDs (unix)/SIDs (Windows) etc.
– Apps on mobile platforms
– (Two or more)

• Need to be enforced in some way
– Best to rely on existing facilities – don’t “roll your own”
– Sometimes not possible (e.g., building a database)



Trust Boundaries
• All interesting boundaries are semi-permeable
– Air gaps 
– Firewalls
– Require policy mechanisms (which are hard)

• Formal methods help build boundaries
– Isolation
– Type safety
– Policy languages
– Reference monitors/kernels



DFD (Data Flow Diagram)
• Developed in the early 70s, and still useful
– Simple: easy to learn, sketch
– Threats often follow data

• Abstracts programs into:
– Processes: your code
– Data stores: files, databases, shared memory
– Data flows: connect processes to other elements
– External entities: everything but your code & data  

Includes people & cloud software
– Trust boundaries (now made explicit)



Data Flow Diagram (Example) Appendix E ■ Case Studies 513
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Web Clients

SQL Clients

Front End(s)

External Entity

Key:

Process Data Store

DB Admin

Data Management Logs

Log analysis

Acme SQL Account

DB Cluster

DBA (human)
 DB

Users
(human)

Database

data flow Trust
Boundary

Figure E-1:  The Acme database

Threats and Mitigations
The threats identifi ed to the system are organized by module, to facilitate module 
owner review. They were identifi ed three ways:

 ■ Walking through the threat trees in Appendix B, “Threat Trees”
 ■ Walking through the requirements listed in Chapter 12, “Requirements 
Cookbook”

 ■ Applying STRIDE-per-element to the diagram shown in Figure E-1

Acme would rank the threats with a bug bar, although because neither the 
bar nor the result of such ranking is critical to this example, they are not shown. 
Some threats are listed by STRIDE, others are addressed in less structured text 
where a single mitigation addresses several threats. The threats are shown in 
italic to make them easier to skim.

Finding these threats took roughly two weeks, with a one-hour threat identi-
fi cation meeting early in the day during which the team examined a component 
and its data fl ows. The examination consisted of walking through the threat 
trees in Appendix B and the requirements checklist in Chapter 12, and then 



Swim Lane Diagrams

• Show two or more entities 
communicating, each “in a lane”

• Useful for network 
communication

• Lanes have implicit boundaries 
between them

48 Part I ■ Getting Started
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excludes sharks). It also requires a willingness to expose one’s ignorance by 
asking a “simple” question. It’s probably easier for a team that’s invested in 
UML to add trust boundaries to those diagrams than to create new diagrams 
just for threat modeling.

Swim Lane Diagrams

Swim lane diagrams are a common way to represent fl ows between various 
participants. They’re drawn using long lines, each representing participants 
in a protocol, with each participant getting a line. Each lane edge is labeled 
to identify the participant; each message is represented by a line between 
participants; and time is represented by fl ow down the diagram lanes. The 
diagrams end up looking a bit like swim lanes, thus the name. Messages 
should be labeled with their contents; or if the contents are complex, it may 
make more sense to have a diagram key that abstracts out some details. 
Computation done by the parties or state should be noted along that partici-
pant’s line. Generally, participants in such protocols are entities like comput-
ers; and as such, swim lane diagrams usually have implicit trust boundaries 
between each participant. Cryptographer and protocol designer Carl Ellison 
has extended swim lanes to include the human participants as a way to 
structure discussion of what people are expected to know and do. He calls 
this extension ceremonies, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 15, 
“Human Factors and Usability.”

A sample swim lane diagram is shown in Figure 2-6.

SYN

SYN-ACK

ACK

Data

Client Server

Figure 2-6: Swim lane diagram (showing the start of a TCP connection)



State Machines
• Helpful for considering what changes

security state
– For example, unauthenticated to 

authenticated
– User to root/admin

• Rarely shows boundaries

 Chapter 2 ■ Strategies for Threat Modeling 49
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State Diagrams

State diagrams represent the various states a system can be in, and the transi-
tions between those states. A computer system is modeled as a machine with 
state, memory, and rules for moving from one state to another, based on the 
valid messages it receives, and the data in its memory. (The computer should 
course test the messages it receives for validity according to some rules.) Each 
box is labeled with a state, and the lines between them are labeled with the 
conditions that cause the state transition. You can use state diagrams in threat 
modeling by checking whether each transition is managed in accordance with 
the appropriate security validations.

A very simple state machine for a door is shown in Figure 2-7 (derived from 
Wikipedia). The door has three states: opened, closed, and locked. Each state is 
entered by a transition. The “deadbolt” system is much easier to draw than locks 
on the knob, which can be locked from either state, creating a more complex 
diagram and user experience. Obviously, state diagrams can become complex 
quickly. You could imagine a more complex state diagram that includes “ajar,” a 
state that can result from either open or closed. (I started drawing that but had 
trouble deciding on labels. Obviously, doors that can be ajar are poorly specifi ed 
and should not be deployed.) You don’t want to make architectural decisions 
just to make modeling easier, but often simple models are easier to work with, 
and refl ect better engineering.

Opened

Closed Locked

State

Transition

Open doorClose door

Unlock deadbolt

Lock deadbolt

Transition
condition

Figure 2-7: A state machine diagram



Case Study – Act One



The “Locker Situation”
Your organization is already employing “hoteling” and “hot desking.”
HR has contacted your group, saying they’re deploying a new 
integrated locker system for your offices. The system will allow 
employees to login to a Cloud-based portal, book a physical locker for 
a period of time, and assign it to their own ’device’ (BYOD).
Once on site, a user can login with their corporate credentials, on their 
BYOD device, to access the Cloud service, pair with their locker, and 
unlock or lock it on demand.
HR has advised that users will be granted a fixed number of “locker 
credits” per year, which they can use to pay for lease time on lockers. 
Their credits, usage, and balances will be tracked on the core HR 
platform. Users can purchase additional “locker credits” through 
payroll deduction, if needed - purchases are initiated from the app on 
their BYOD device.

HR has advised that this is non-negotiable, and the 
system will go love on August 1.



Question #1
What Are We Building?



What Could Go Wrong?

• Fun to brainstorm, but…
• Structured thinking can be more efficient
– Mnemonics
– Attack Trees
– Threat Libraries

• Structure promotes completeness and 
predictability 



What Can Go Wrong?

• STRIDE mnemonic
– Spoofing 
– Tampering 
– Repudiation 
– Information Disclosure 
– Denial of Service 
– Elevation of Privilege



Applying STRIDE

• Consider how each STRIDE threat could 
impact each part of the model 
– “How could a clever attacker spoof this part of the 

system?...tamper with?… etc.”
• Easier with aids
– Elevation of Privilege card game
– Attack trees (see Appendix B of text) 
– Experience



STRIDE Variants

• Ways to focus on likely threats
– STRIDE per element
– STRIDE per interaction

• Elevation of Privilege game
– Training, structure and execution



Attack Trees
• Structured relationship between attack details
– Detail (This is a subcategory of that)
– Present as outline or picture
– Creation vs. use

 Chapter 4 ■ Attack Trees 91
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Representing a Tree

Trees can be represented in two ways: as a free-form (human-viewable) model 
without any technical structure, or as a structured representation with variable 
types and/or metadata to facilitate programmatic analysis.

Human-Viewable Representations
Attack trees can be drawn graphically or shown in outline form. Graphical 
representations are a bit more work to create but have more potential to focus 
attention. In either case, if your nodes are not all related by the same logic 
(AND/OR), you’ll need to decide on a way to represent the relationship and 
communicate that decision. If your tree is being shown graphically, you’ll also 
want to decide if you use a distinct shape for a terminal node: The labels in a 
node should be carefully chosen to be rich in information, especially if you’re 
using a graphical tree. Words such as “attack” or “via” can distract from the key 
information. Choose “modify fi le” over “attack via modifying fi le.” Words such 
as “weak” are more helpful when other nodes say “no.” So “weak cryptography” 
is a good contrast to “no cryptography.”

As always, care should be taken to ensure that the graphics are actually 
information-rich and communicative. For instance, consider the three repre-
sentations of a tree shown in Figure 4–1.

Asset/Revenue
Overstatement

Asset/Revenue
Overstatement

Asset/Revenue
Overstatement

Timing
Differences

Fictitious
Revenue

Timing
Differences

Fictitious
Revenue

Timing
Differences

Fictitious
Revenue

Figure 4–1:  Three representations of a tree

The left tree shows an example of a real tree that simply uses boxes. This rep-
resentation does not clearly distinguish hierarchy, making it hard to tell which 
nodes are at the same level of the tree. Compare that to the center tree, which 
uses a tree to show the equivalence of the leaf nodes. The rightmost tree adds 
the “OR gate” symbol from circuit design to show that any of the leaf nodes 
lead to the parent condition.

Additionally, tree layout should make considered use of space. In the very 
small tree in Figure 4–2, note the pleasant grid that helps your eye follow the 
layout. In contrast, consider the layout of Figure 4–3, which feels jumbled. To 
focus your attention on the layout, both are shown too small to read.

 Chapter 4 ■ Attack Trees 95
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Goal: Access to the building

 1. Go through a door

 a. When it’s unlocked:

 i. Get lucky.

 ii. Obstruct the latch plate (the “Watergate Classic”).

 iii. Distract the person who locks the door at night.

 b. Drill the lock.

 c. Pick the lock.

 d. Use the key.

 i. Find a key.

 ii. Steal a key.

 iii. Photograph and reproduce the key.

 iv. Social engineer a key from someone.

 1. Borrow the key.

 2. Convince someone to post a photo of their key ring.

 e. Social engineer your way in.

 i. Act like you’re authorized and follow someone in.

 ii. Make friends with an authorized person.

 iii. Carry a box, a cup of coffee in each hand, etc.

 2. Go through a window.

 a. Break a window.

 b. Lift the window.

 3. Go through a wall.

 a. Use a sledgehammer or axe.

 b. Use a truck to go through the wall.

 4. Gain access via other means.

 a. Use a fi re escape.

 b. Use roof access from a helicopter (preferably black) or adjacent 
building.

 c. Enter another part of the building, using another tenant’s access.



Threat Libraries

• Collections of knowledge for you to apply
• More structured than a mnemonic
• More detailed than a tree 
• Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and 

Classification (CAPEC) 
– Most detailed library available today
– Offers great structure





Finding the Threats

• Start at the beginning of your project
– Create a model of what you’re building
– Do a first pass for threats

• Dig deep as you work through features
– Think about how threats apply to your mitigations

• Check your design and model match as you 
get close to shipping



Attackers Respond to Our Defenses



Orders of Mitigation

Order Threat Mitigation
1st Window smashing Reinforced glass

2nd Window smashing Alarm

3rd Cut alarm wire Heartbeat signal

4th Fake heartbeat Cryptographic signal integrity

By Example:

• Thus window smashing is a first order threat, cutting 

alarm wire, a third-order threat

• Easy to get stuck arguing about orders 

• Are both stronger glass & alarms 1st order 

mitigations? (Who cares?!)

• Focus on interplay between mitigations 

and further attacks



Track Threats and Assumptions

• Lots of structures work for this
• Use what works reliably for you



Threat Tracking Tables
Diagram Element Threat Type Threat Bug ID
Data flow #4, web 
server to business 
logic

Tampering Add orders without 
payment checks

4553 “Need 
integrity controls on 
channel”

Info disclosure Payment 
instruments sent in 
clear

4554 “need crypto” 
#PCI

Threat Type Diagram Element(s) Threat Bug ID
Tampering Web browser Attacker modifies 

our JavaScript order 
checking

4556 “Add order-
checking logic to 
server”

Data flow #2 from 
browser to server

Failure to
authenticate

4557 “Add enforce
HTTPS everywhere”

Both are fine, help you iterate over diagrams in different ways



Assumption Tracking Table

• Impact is sometimes so obvious it’s not worth filling out
• Who to talk to is not always obvious, it’s ok to start out blank
• Tracking assumptions in bugs helps you not lose track
• Treat the assumption as a bug – you need to resolve it

Assumption Impact if it’s 
wrong

Who to talk 
to

Who’s 
following up

Follow-up
by date

Bug #

It’s ok to 
ignore 
denial of 
service 
within the 
data center

Availability 
will be 
below spec

Alice Bob April 15 4555



Customer/Vendor Boundaries

• There is always a trust boundary when: 
– Your code goes to someone else’s 

(device/premises)
– Their data comes to your code

• You need to think about it while deciding what 
happens over the data flow shown

Your software

Customer device

Your software

Your data center



Case Study – Act Two

Question #2
What Can Go Wrong?



What Are We Going to Do about It?

• For each threat, we could:
– Remove it (Avoid the Risk)
– Mitigate with standard or custom approaches
– Accept it
– Transfer the risk

• For each assumption:
– Check it
– Discovering incorrect assumptions requires 

reconsidering what can go wrong



Remove the Threat

• The most effective way to address a security 
threat is to remove the functionality
– For example, if SSL doesn’t have a “heartbeat” 

message, the “heartbleed bug” couldn’t exist
– You can only take this so far
– Risk trade-offs are more common



Mitigate the Threat

• Add/use technology to prevent attacks

• For example, prevent tampering:

– Network: Digital signatures, cryptographic integrity 

tools, crypto tunnels such as SSH or IPsec

• Developers and SysAdmins each have toolkits for 

mitigating problems

• Standard approaches are available

– Tested, well-studies, supported

• But…sometimes you need a custom approach



Technical Mitigations
Threat Mitigation Technology Developer Example SysAdmin Example
Spoofing Authentication Digital signatures, Active 

directory, LDAP
Passwords, crypto 
tunnels

Tampering Integrity, permissions Digital signatures ACLs/permissions,
crypto tunnels

Repudiation Fraud prevention, 
logging, signatures

Customer history risk 
management

Logging

Information 
disclosure

Permissions, 
encryption

Permissions (local), PGP,
SSL

Crypto tunnels

Denial of service Availability Elastic cloud design Load balancers, more 
capacity

Elevation of 
privilege

Authorization, isolation Roles, privileges, input 
validation for purpose, 
(fuzzing*)

Sandboxes, firewalls

* Fuzzing/fault injection is not a mitigation, but a testing technique



Custom Mitigations

• Sometimes the standard technologies don’t 
work for your situation

• Custom (home-grown) mitigation is an option
• Easy to get custom mitigation wrong
– And…you don’t have a larger community 

supporting it
• Testing is difficult and expensive



Accept the Risk

• Works best when it’s your risk
– Your organization can accept risk
– Be careful about “accepting” risk for your 

customers.
• Customer risk acceptance
– Via user interface
– Sometimes the customer has details you can’t 

have (is this network your work or a coffee shop?)



Transfer the Risk

• Via license agreements, terms of service, etc.
• Silently
• Both can lead to unhappy customers 
– Threat that no one reads ToS
– Surprise!
– Media blowups



Common Mistakes

• Custom mitigations because they’re fun
• Fuzzing as a mitigation
• Not covering all threats



Case Study – Act Three

Question #3
What Are We Going to Do?



Issue Prioritisation

• Wait and see
• Easy fixes first
• Threat ranking - Bug Bar
• Cost/damage estimation approaches
– Risk “traffic light”



Wait and See

• Can be risky
• Requires some way of seeing
– Change detection
– Signature-based detection
– Anomaly-based detection
– Impact detection



Easy Fixes First

May be helpful when getting started
• Benefit: demonstrate value early
• Risk: fixing the wrong things



Bug Bar

• Assess threat against criteria, assign priority 
from where it fits

• Microsoft Example



Cost/Damage Estimation

• Likelihood/Impact
– Hard to do well
– Predicting odds and difficulty is challenging

• Factor Analysis of Information Risk (FAIR)
– Useful
– Can be more time consuming than a bug bar



How Did We Do?

• Testing Our Software
• Validating Our Threat Modelling Work



The Testing Context

All testing

Security
testing

Threat model-
driven testing



Testing Our Software

• All threats you find can be tested
• In Test-Driven Development (TDD), threat 

modeling is a great way to design tests
• Start with a test to execute the threat
• Continue with tests that bypass mitigations 

(aka, 2nd order attacks)
• Automated vs. manual



Penetration Testing

• Improve security of your code, by breaking it
• Differs from threat modeling
– Done late
– Hard to judge scope
– Sometimes “black box” where testers start 

without knowledge of system
– But…often required for compliance (e.g., HITrust)



Validating Our TM Work

• Check software model/reality conformance
• Check that each task and process is done
• Bug checking: Look at each TM bug
– Is it closed properly (“Fixed,” and not “Won’t Fix”)?
– Is there a test case?
– Tags/labels on bug tickets really helpful here



Incremental Threat Modelling

• Existing system
• No – or out of date – threat model
• New work is proposed on the system, and 

threat modelling is required



Example

Credit: Irene Michlin (2017)



New Functionality to Be Added

• Add third-party reporting and analytics to 
existing system
– They host a data warehouse and reporting server
– License to use Web-based analytics app, which 

can query reporting server

• We’ll build an aggregator process in-house
– Extract data from our database
– Aggregate and upload to DWH (using their API)



Pretend the Model Doesn’t Exist

• Tease out the elements necessary to model NEW functionality
– ”data warehouse”
– “our database”
– “aggregator process”
– “upload to DWH”
– “reporting server”
– “Web-based analytics app”



Our (Incremental) Model



Relevant Threats
• Spoofing

– Can an attacker upload data on our behalf?
– How do we authenticate to the destination before uploading?

• Tampering / Information Disclosure
– Can an attacker sniff data, or tamper with it?

• Repudiation
– Can the DWH claim we didn’t send that data? 
– Or sent data exceeding our quota?

• Denial of Service
– Is there an availability SLA for uploads?

• Privacy
– Can our data aggregation be reverse engineered?
– Are we required to notify users a third party is involved?



What about the Rest of the System?



“Legacy Blob” Threats - Irrelevant

• Can a registered user inject malicious content?
– We’re not making it worse

• Can an anonymous user bypass access 
controls and modify something?
– We’re not making it worse

• Is our datacenter infrastructure secure?
– We’re not making it worse (are we sure?)

• Can an analytics user abuse licensing?
– Not our problem



Caveats

• “Not our problem”
– But…what if our task is to evaluate several third-

party providers?
• “We’re not making it worse”
– But…if we discover a catastrophic flaw in the 

“legacy blob,” we have to address it



Does This Look Familiar?



Eventually…We Need the Full Picture

• What we don’t know CAN hurt us
• Every system is greater than the sum of its 

parts
– At some point, we have to model holistically



Eventually is Better than Never

If we never start, because doing it all at once is 
“too hard,” we’ll never have the full picture.


